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Controls are horrible, and coop is a joke. You can't rebind keys. Gamepads don't work (xbox 360 controlers). Game forces you
to use pets while making them imposible to manage with bad controls.. Pretty interesting and fun game! Quite unique haven't
seen anything like this before.
Well yes it could have impovements here and there, but it's still fun and great game to play when you are bored.

Definatly worth a try since it only takes around 300MB and every computer made in last decade could run it without probems..
The game plays like the coop mode of any moba, it's you and some people (Or alone) against waves of enemies. Where as the
coop mode in a moba would pit you against AI bots of other heroes this is purely just wave defense. It's fun with friends and the
easier difficulties are rather easy while the harder difficulties get much harder a lot faster. Simply put, it's a couple hours of fun
at a time since after 2 me and my friend started getting bored of the game but we will probably play it again during some down
time in the future.

My one gripe is that there are only 8 people to choose from, 2 dps, 2 tanks, 2 crowd control, and 2 healer classes. While they are
all pretty cool and unique I do hope they add more in the future, one of the great things about mobas in general is you get all
those characters to choose from that it takes a long time before it gets stale. That is where this game fails in my opinon. It is still
however a really fun game with friends for the price. Just maybe don't expect to get hundreds of hours of gameplay out of it..
With the newest update, 1.4.0, i finally feel comfortable giving this game a solid positive review. Before the update, i was not on
the fence as to weather it was a good game or not. It still is and was a good game, with amazing support from the developer, who
actually gives a damn about his product and the people who purchase it.

However, the game felt a little lacking. I felt less control than i would have liked. I dont mind hard games and challenges, but i
also dont want to feel cheated by the limitations of the simplicity of the game.

That is where the beauty is in this one. You can tweak the settings to suit your gameplay style. The developer gives you the
option to make this game your own. With each update, he doesnt remove options for the player, he just adds more and more.

speaking of this most recent update, that is what got me to write the review. I saw the update note and thought it was going to be
the much anticipated player editor. While that will be an amazing addition when it eventually comes, this update was a welcome
surprise for me. Adding the sprint option to speed up gameplay and really let me use the open pitch and give me the ability to
get around defenders was wonderful. Then also adding the "easy" dribbling control to go along with it, so that it was really my
doing when i lost the ball to the defense by being sloppy with turbo or passing was the icing on the cake. I feel like i lose or win
now based on my actions on the pitch. The first touch is noticeable, i dont feel as though the defense is stripping me of the ball
nearly as often as before, because i can turn and run.

Notes:

-This is a hard game, easy to pick up and play (especially with friends) but difficult to master
-This game almost requires a controller to play, but the controls are tight and responsive
-There are still some improvements to be made, but the arrow is always pointing up as this is clearly a passion project that
deserves the support of anyone who is interested.

If you are a fan of the classic soccer\/futbol games of years past, this is a title you must pick up. With a developer that gives
great support and is always updating and improving the game based on suggestions from players like you and I, This game feels
fresh and like its improving on a successful formula. I can now proclaim it is a great game.. Once you get passed the one time
EA annoyance of entering the CD key and having it sync with your Origin account, the game is a really well thought out action
puzzle game. Some of the puzzles further on in the game can get a bit tricky but nothing is overly complex in my opinion. This
is a really fun cute game. I personally wouldn't buy it for $10 CDN, but it was well worth the $2.49 CDN I spent during Steam
Summer Sale 2016.. It's nice ^^.. I have played for a very short period of time, but, this game is great. If you've played any
metroidvania, particularly SOTN, you'll be right at home with this game. The art is really nice, music is great, and the gameplay
mechanics are really easy to get a hang of.. Six dollars. Six Hours.

A cute quick game. The mission to survive 12 days allows you to see pretty much everything unlocked.
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The endless mode allows you to design your base prettier, and enjoy some of your builds for awhile.

It's a nice, semi-relaxing (no combat), lite survival game. But you can easily die if you don't keep track of your vitals and go out
prepared. I'll probably come back to do more farming in endless mode.. Perhaps change the first screenshot text from "infinite"
to "more" fatigue points to be specific. Otherwise not bad for a $1.
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For now, I'm not recommending "Shadows: Price for Our Sins Bonus Edition." There's a notice on the game's Library page
dated from August 24th letting people know about problems with Windows 10, video drivers, and cutscenes. I'm trying to run it
under Windows 10 with the lastest Nvidia drivers and after the first couple of cutscenes, ended up with the problem (just a
blank, black screen during the cutscene). There doesn't seem to be a fix for this yet. Along with that, in the two cutscenes I was
able to see, the voice volume was inaudible. I think the cutscene volume might be tied to the music volume slider in the options
(since I had that turned off), but can't really check it any more. Also, on a game-related note, just after the start, I was totally
stuck. It turns out I had to try to drive away from the area first. Of course, I'd never have thought of that, since I'm playing a
game and actually want to BE there and figure out what's going on.

I'll update this when I try to run it again.. i am amazed. OMG try it out for yourself> :). I bought this game to support it early on.
Now its free and they didn't provide the paid version to backers.. Do not buy it! You are going to get addicted!
It is so perfect thx Kunos, Great job!. Yep, this is a keeper. Tried the demo, bought the full game after two plays. This is
completely different than any other VR game I've played so far, in that it isn't really first person. It's more third person, with one
controller being the ship. It moves wherever you move the controller, pretty much instantly. It's really easy to just stand in one
spot and just wave the controller around, but this is a room scale game. Walk around to get better angles, or dodge thick packs
of things that are coming from one area, etc. Awesome game, lots of replayability.

My one complaint would be how long it takes to reset after game over. I want to click through whatever scoring it's showing me
and just restart immediately, but it makes me wait ~20 seconds and then brings the menu up to allow a new game.. I am not a
shoot 'em up fan. I know that's not the best way to start a review, but hear me out. The genre leads to more frustration than any
other for me, so I was hesitant to pick this game up. I am really glad I did. I can't get over what a rush the levels were to play
through. I'm incredibly impressed with how hunted you feel by some of the sweeping and diving enemy ships. The bosses are
really good looking, even quite menacing at times. As you reach each one it really feels like you've stirred up a nest or hive that
becomes quite intent on ending your trespassing.

As far as downsides, there are occasional asteroids that are rather unpredictable and very hard to maneuver through. Shooting
helps, of course, but they can divide and ricochet wildly. This did add to the tension though, so it most certainly was not an
unwelcomed challenge. I really enjoyed the power-ups and that they come organically through gameplay, which I feel allows the
player to focus on staying alive, not worrying about controls. The power-ups can actually have perfect timing, aiding in tight
spots as enemies become stronger, more agile, and more erratic. I would most certainly recommend GalaxIverse to anyone, even
players like myself that avoid or ignore the genre. A really nice thrill of a game.. Awesome setting and feeling of presence, nice
short narrative experience. I really wanted to like this game. The character and set-up draws you in immediately, the atmosphere
is great in the beginning. However, as you progress through the game, the attention-grabbing intrigue of the nihilistic character
slowly fizzles away and you're left with a feeling of meh. The game is more about routing and exploration rather than puzzle
solving or decision making. This game also has quite a few glitches (however, the community page for this game is pretty strong
and there are solutions on there).
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